Sleep modulates effective connectivity: A study using intracranial stimulation and recording.
Sleep is an active process with an important role in memory. Epilepsy patients often display a disturbed sleep architecture, with consequences on cognition. We aimed to investigate the effect of sleep on cortical networks' organization. We analyzed cortico-cortical evoked responses elicited by single pulse electrical stimulation (SPES) using intracranial depth electrodes in 25 patients with drug-resistant focal epilepsy explored using stereo-EEG. We applied the SPES protocol during wakefulness and NREM - N2 sleep. We analyzed 31,710 significant responses elicited by 799 stimulations covering most brain structures, epileptogenic or non-epileptogenic. We analyzed effective connectivity between structures using a graph-theory approach. Sleep increases excitability in the brain, regardless of epileptogenicity. Local and distant connections are differently modulated by sleep, depending on the tissue epileptogenicity. In non-epileptogenic areas, frontal lobe connectivity is enhanced during sleep. There is increased connectivity between the hippocampus and temporal neocortex, while perisylvian structures are disconnected from the temporal lobe. In epileptogenic areas, we found a clear interhemispheric difference, with decreased connectivity in the right hemisphere during sleep. Sleep modulates brain excitability and reconfigures functional brain networks, depending on tissue epileptogenicity. We found specific patterns of information flow during sleep in physiologic and pathologic structures, with possible implications for cognition.